approach is employed over the reduced order problem to detect the remaining subcarriers 
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) have been exploited in fiber optics systems to compensate dispersion impairments adding a guard interval to each transmitted block [1 ] [2] . The most commonly used guard interval is the cyclic prefix (CP-OFDM), where the last samples of each OFDM symbol are copied and added in front of the OFDM symbol. At the receiver, low-complexity equalization can be implemented by a single-tap on each subcarrier.
However, if strong frequency selectivity occurs the performance of CP-OFDM is severely reduced. Zero padded OFDM (ZP-OFDM), where the guard interval is composed of zero samples, has been proposed to overcome this limitation [3] [4] . ZP-OFDM makes use of a zero forcing (ZF) equalizer which increases the receiver complexity due to the matrix inversion required [6] . There also exists a low-complexity equalization implementation for ZP-OFDM called Overlap-and-Add (OLA) [6] , which is equivalent to CP-OFDM in performance and complexity. In addition, it is possible to use successive interference cancellation (SIC) schemes to equalize the subcarriers of received ZP-OFDM signal in a similar way as it is done MIMO systems, see [3] .
As the complexity associated to ZP these receivers makes implementation difficult, we propose a low complexity combined reception scheme that combines OLA and SIC detection based on Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time architecture (V-BLAST). In a first stage, the OLA receiver detects those subcarriers that have better higher values in the channel frequency response. After that, OLA detected symbols are used to generate their signal contribution to received signal and, then, a parallel cancellation is carried out. In a second stage a SIC receiver using the V-BLAST 
II. SIMULATION RESULTS
The model employed in the numerical simulations defines a single 1550 run wavelength unamplified intensity modulated and direct detected (IM-DD) optical MMF link and has been previously used to study optical OFDM, both CP [9] and ZP [4] and its main features are summarized at Table I .
The real valued OFDM signal is obtained modulating all DFT positive frequencies subcarriers except DC and forcing Hermitian symmetry in the remaining subcarriers, and modulating them with the same L-QAM modulation level with L = 2 8 and B = 2,3, ... 8. preprocessing stages when N = 64. Table II gives a broader comparison of computational complexities. Here, we compare the computational cost of the combined detection scheme, using the NVB values employed in Fig. 1 and 2 , with the cost of a ZF receiver and a full V -BLAST receiver. In both cases, detection and preprocessing are less complex if the proposed combined scheme is employed. According to these results, when a DFT of 64 samples is used, the combined receiver has a reduction of 86% in detection and 66% in preprocessing respect to ZF receiver, that is equivalent to a saving of 75% and 93% respectively when comparing with V-BLAST.
III. CONCLUSION
Simulation results for MMF links of 600 m, 1200 m and 2400 m have shown that the proposed combined receiver outperforms ZF receiver and can achieve a performance very close to the one given by V-BLAST with high savings in computational cost both in preprocessing and in detection stages compared with both ZF and V-BLAST receivers. "' 
